Abstract-Detailed numerical analysis of monocyclical optical pulse generation using induced-phase modulation between twocolor carrier-phase-locked femtosecond pulses is presented. For the generation of a short pulse with a quasi-linear chirped whitecontinuum spectrum, it is found to be important that the large spectral broadening of each input pulse after fiber propagation is as similar as possible and the total spectral intensity of the synthesized wave at the fiber output is as homogenous as possible. As a result, it is shown that a 2.2-fs 1.3-cycle pulse is generated.
I. INTRODUCTION

I
N AN EFFORT to generate ultrashort optical pulses, many studies have been carried out by a pulse compression technique in which dispersive self-phase modulation (SPM) in a single-mode fiber and chirp compensation with dispersive lines are utilized. In 1987, amplified dye-laser pulses were compressed to 6 fs [1] . Recently, there have been two significant developments based on mode-locked Ti : sapphire laser technology for ultrashort pulse generation. That is, 13-fs 3-MW output pulses from a mode-locked cavity-dumped laser have been compressed to 5 fs using a conventional fusedsilica fiber [2] . Furthermore, another group has reported that 20-fs 1-GW near-infrared pulses have been compressed to 4.5 fs using a noble-gas-containing capillary glass fiber [3] . However, for shorter pulse generation, this method utilizing SPM in the capillary fiber with a low nonlinear refractive index requires high input peak power, and hence has the problem that optical breakdown occurs due to multiphoton ionization and single-mode propagation converts easily to multimode due to self-focusing [3] , [4] .
On the other hand, recently various methods without utilizing SPM in a fiber have been proposed for ultrashort pulse generation. These include synthesizing optical waves with frequency equidistancy [5] , generating phase-controlled highorder harmonic XUV waves [6] , and employing the interaction between a free electron beam and a high-power femtosecond optical beams [7] . However, it is difficult to demonstrate these methods experimentally because of the requirements of highly precise techniques and a complex system.
In this paper, we propose another approach using inducedphase modulation (IPM) between two femtosecond pulses with a constant carrier phase difference (hereafter we refer to this approach as the mutual IPM method), instead of SPM. These pulses are generated by the fundamental wave ( : the carrier angular frequency of the pulse) and its second-harmonic (SH) wave ( : the carrier angular frequency of the pulse) from one common femtosecond pulse of a commercially available Ti : sapphire laser system. In addition, output nonlinear chirp from a short single-mode fiber is compensated for by a spatial phase modulator.
To find the optimum input pulse parameters for monocyclelike pulse generation, detailed computer calculation is carried out. As a result, it is shown that 1.3-1.4 cycle pulses corresponding to 2.2-2.3-fs pulsewidths are generated.
II. SYSTEM CONCEPT AND ANALYSIS
A. System Concept for Monocycle-Like Pulse Generation
In Fig. 1 , a schematic of a system concept for the generation of monocycle-like optical pulses is illustrated. In the mutual IPM method for monocyclization, the following points are essential. First, when the SH wave ( pulse) is produced using the common fundamental femtosecond wave ( pulse), the carrier phase difference between their waves is kept constant according to an equation where denotes the carrier phase of the pulse ( -; is an integer) [8] - [11] . This is because the conditions of phase matching and frequency conservation are satisfied to ensure cumulative in-phase addition of the radiation power in the second-order nonlinear processes. This enables us to synthesize constructively two spectrally broadened waves at the fiber output after dispersive IPM and SPM in the short fiber. Second, the mutual IPM is spectrally broadened two times more efficiently than SPM only [12] - [14] . Third, the relative values of input pulse durations between the two pulses and the propagation distance are chosen under the condition 0018-9197/98$10.00 © 1998 IEEE Fig. 1 . An experimental system concept for monocyclical pulse generation. SH, FB, and SPAPM denote second-harmonic generation, a short single-mode fiber, and a spatial phase modulator, respectively. of equal input peak powers between them so that at the fiber output the broadened frequency bandwidth of the deduced spectrum of each pulse becomes almost equal to one another and each pulse spectrum slightly overlaps and interferes with one another at each spectral edge. For the estimation of equal broadening, the ratio of the dispersion length of the pulse to that for the pulse is one of the useful parameters. Finally, moderate nonlinear chirp at the fiber output, i.e., the sum of the two linear chirps, is effectively compensated for by a spatial phase modulator [15] .
B. Fundamental Equation and Analytical Method
The basic analysis for nonlinear propagation of different color pulses and chirp compensation by spatial phase modulation was described in [16] . We summarize the analytical procedures using similar notation. The coupled equations in the normalized group-velocity coordinate of the pulse, which describe the nonlinear propagation of the normalized electric field envelopes of the two pulses -with the normalized parameter of the initial pulse duration , are as follows:
where , , ,
, and . In deriving the equations, the following assumptions were made. The third-order nonlinear polarization terms other than the nonlinear refractive index ones were neglected because their polarizations do not generally contribute significantly under the condition of nonphase-matching in four-wave-mixing processes in singlemode fiber [12] . In addition, two different values of the linear refractive index , wavenumber , the reciprocal of the group velocity , the group-velocity dispersion (GVD) and the third-order dispersion ( is its normalized one) at the carrier angular frequency of each input pulse are applied as representative values in the ultrabroad-band frequency region . The first and second terms of the equations represent the GVD and the third-order dispersion, respectively, the third term in (2) represents the group-velocity mismatching between the and pulses, the third term in (1) and the fourth term in (2) represent SPM, and the fourth term in (1) and the fifth term in (2) represent IPM.
We solve numerically the above coupled equations for a fused-silica fiber with a core diamater of 2 m and a nonlinear refractive index (m/V) [17] using the split-step Fourier method [12] , under the assumption that the initial pulse shapes ) are at . Typical input pulse parameters employed for the calculations are shown in Table I . They are chosen by taking into account the output pulse characteristics obtained from a commercially available Ti : sapphire laser system.
At the fiber output, , the amplitude of the total electric field c.c. of the composite wave is described as follows by regarding as a carrier angular frequency: where is the electric field envelope of the pulse at the fiber output , is the initial delay time of the pulse ( ) relative to the pulse, is the input peak power, is the soliton number, and is the linear refractive index at . and which represent the phase constants. The Fourier transform of the total envelope at the normalized fiber output distance in the coordinate is obtained from the linear combination of the shifted Fourier transform , for of . Consequently, the intensity spectrum and the frequency-dependent phase of the fiber output pulse are calculated from and , respectively. Fig. 2 shows an example of the evolution of the intensity spectrum during propagation along the fiber. In addition, Fig. 3 shows an example of the intensity spectrum and the frequency-dependent phase at the fiber output mm, where kW, fs, fs, rad/s ( nm), rad/s ( nm), fs, , and /2. From this figure, it is seen that the spectrum is extremely broadened over the near-infrared, the visible, and the near-ultraviolet wavelengths from 320.6 to 1426.4 nm which corresponds to the spectral full width of THz. Also, the chirp is moderately nonlinear and is composed of two linear chirps having different slopes. Next, let us describe chirp compensation by means of a frequency synthesizer utilizing a spatial phase modulator of 256 channels and 12 bits [15] . The full width of the pulse spectrum is divided by the number of channels so that the frequency-dependent phase component -at the different angular frequencies are spatially arrayed with a frequency equidistancy . The effect of the gap size between the channels is neglected. The modulator independently controls each channel to give a phase shift with an accuracy of 12 bits so that the phase difference after modulation becomes as small as possible in practice, ]. A numerical result for for the above example is also shown in Fig. 3 , which shows that the compensated phase is kept almost constant. Accordingly, the temporal intensity shape of the chirp compensated pulse is calculated by the inverse Fourier transform of . A result for the example above is also shown in Fig. 3 . The FWHM of the intensity pulse duration of 2.63 fs corresponding to 1.57 cycles for the carrier frequency of almost agrees with fs for the pulse duration in the case of ideal chirp compensation ( const). This result means that the spatial phase modulator is suitable for compensation of nonlinear chirp composed of two different linear chirps.
It was found that the initial phase difference between the and pulses does not influence the output-pulse intensity and phase spectra and , except for the small interference part where the highest frequency edge of the spectrum and the lowest frequency edge of the spectrum slightly overlap. Consequently, the small variation is compensated for by a small change of the phase modulation and the compressed pulse duration is not affected by the phase difference. Furthermore, it was confirmed that the addition of the higher order dispersion effect of and to (1) and (2) also do not influence the calculated results. 
III. COMPRESSED PULSE CHARACTERISTICS
To find the optimum input pulse condition, the behavior of the compressed pulse for the different initial delay times , peak powers , durations and fiber length are investigated in detail.
First, we consider the effect of the initial delay time of the pulse relative to the pulse. In the normal GVD region without the nonlinearity of IPM and SPM, in general, the pulse at the fiber output is delayed by relative to the pulse. Then, for simplification, we introduce a parameter of the delay ratio to examine the delay time effect. Fig. 4 shows typical delayratio dependences of the compressed pulse duration and the intensity spectral width for kW, fs, fs, nm, nm, and mm. The compressed pulse duration becomes longer with increasing from 0.1 to 0.6, while the spectral width becomes less broadened. In the range of and , the large subpulses (when the ratio of the subpulse peak to the main-pulse peak is larger than 0.1) appear and the pulse duration is broadened due to the significantly low intensity of the central frequency parts of the spectrum of the output synthesized wave. This is because the time area of the overlap between the and temporal profiles during propagation and hence IPM is not sufficient to get large spectral broadening before the pulse leaves the pulse behind for , and after both peak intensities of the and pulses decrease owing to dispersive SPM for . The -dependence of the spectral broadening of the pulse is different from that for the pulse. The spectral width of the latter increases and then decreases more rapidly than that of the former with the increase of the . This is based on the fact that the latter GVD and hence dispersive IPM and SPM are larger than those of the former.
Next, let us discuss how the input peak power and pulse duration affect the compressed pulse. Fig. 5 shows the dependencies of the compressed pulse duration and spectral width on the input peak power at the optimum delay ratio and fiber length as a parameter of two different combinations of input pulse durations fs, fs, case A, and fs, fs, case B forkW, nm, and nm. The results are summarized in Table II . In case A, the shortest pulse of fs corresponding to 1.34 cycles ( THz) is generated at kW, fs, and mm. Around the smaller input power ( 500 kW), the intensity spectral shape becomes more split-like because of the longer propagation distance and hence the more dispersive phase modulation. This results in a longer compressed pulse with larger subpulses. On the other hand, around the higher input power ( 1000 kW), both the deduced and spectra broaden asymmetrically because of more rapid up-chirping. Accordingly, the total spectral width becomes a little narrower and the compressed pulse duration becomes a little wider.
These results imply that not only the large spectral broadening but also the intensity homogeneity of the output spectrum and the similarity of the broadened spectral-shape of each pulse are important for the generation of ultrashort pulses.
IV. CONCLUSION
Optical pulse monocyclization by an IPM SPM method using two-color carrier-phase-locked femtosecond pulses has been analyzed numerically in detail. As a result, it has been found that a 2.24-fs 1.34-cycle pulse is generated by means of nonlinearly interactive propagation in a 0.5-mm fiber between a 30-fs 750-nm pulse and its frequency-doubled 42.4-fs pulse with equal power of 700 kW. This technique for generation of quasi-linear chirped whitespectral pulses can be applied for realization of independently synthesized, multicolor femtosecond beams which are synchronized, as a new optical source such as a femtosecond photon factory. In addition, this technique can be extended to a gas-containing capillary glass fiber for high-power monocyclic pulse generation.
